CASE STUDY

Motorola managed TETRA service takes
the S-train for Danish State Railways
Danish State Railways (DSB) and the S-train
commuter rail system
DSB is the largest train operating company both in Denmark, and
the whole of Scandinavia. Founded in 1885 following the merger
of two government-owned companies to form the Danish State
Railways (Danske Statsbaner – ‘DSB’), the company became
an independent public corporation in January 1999, and today
operates under the auspices of the Danish Ministry of Transport
and Energy. DSB employs a staff of 9,200, and reported a
turnover of €657.9 million for the first half of 2009, with profit
before tax of €24.9 million.
Responsible for passenger train services over most of Denmark’s
railway network, and across international borders, DSB’s remit
includes the ‘S-train’ commuter rail system. S-train serves the
Danish capital, Copenhagen, and its greater metropolitan areas,
carrying some 360,000 passengers each day and forming the
heart of the city’s public transportation infrastructure.
Provide a fully-managed, two-way radio communications service to meet the
diverse requirements of S-train’s operations
DSB employs approximately 800 service personnel charged with the smooth running
of Copenhagen’s S-train commuter rail system. The company required a reliable, yet
inherently flexible two-way digital radio communications system that could support 135
trains (sets) in operation, as well as the wide range of functions performed by S-train’s
staff – locomotive drivers, ticket inspectors, train maintenance personnel, station
staff, cleaners, etc. Specific needs included secure mobile data connectivity to remote
databases, and GPS (global positioning system) functionality to improve the deployment
and safety of personnel.
Most importantly, DSB wanted a state-of-the-art digital radio solution to replace its aging
analogue network, which was increasingly unreliable and costly to maintain. However,
the company did not want to procure its own equipment, since there are future plans to
migrate all railways in Denmark to a single communications system. A fully-managed radio
service therefore offered the most cost-effective solution.
Motorola’s IP Dimetra keeps S-train communications on track
In 2004, DSB tendered a ‘build-own-operate’ contract for a Copenhagen-wide
communications network. A number of companies submitted bids, including mobile
network operators, and a local two-way radio provider. However, DSB opted for a managed
service proposed by Dansk Beredskabs Kommunikation (DBK), a fully-owned Motorola
subsidiary that holds two TETRA operating licences in Denmark.
DBK is currently rolling out a nationwide network, known as ‘SINE’, for emergency and
public safety agencies across the country. Also licensed for civil applications, DBK had
already established a commercial TETRA network in the greater Copenhagen area to
serve Movia, the City’s municipal transport authority. Based on Motorola’s IP Dimetra
infrastructure, the DBK network comprises approximately 50 base stations and a central
switch, providing instant and reliable two-way radio communication for the smooth
operation of Movia’s transportation routes.
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Customer Profile
Company
Danske Statsbaner (DSB)
Service provider
Dansk Beredskabs
Kommunikation (DBK)
Industry name
Public Transportation
Product
• Motorola IP Dimetra
(Build-Own-Operate)
• 500 MTH800 hand-portables
• Nine dispatch consoles
(Gold Elite)
Solution Features
• Flexible, robust and secure
IP-based infrastructure
• Mobile packet data and WAP
browser functionality
• One-to-one, group and
emergency calls
• GPS data for location-based
services
Benefits
• Instant, reliable and unified
two-way radio comms
• Ability to monitor, broadcast
to, and track all users
• Wireless connectivity to
remote databases
• Targets met for efficiency,
punctuality and customer
satisfaction

“Our main priority was to deploy a reliable system that could
serve all users with private and group calls, whilst ensuring high
priority in the event of emergencies… The system put forward by
Motorola met all of our operational requirements, whilst our staff
thought that Motorola’s portable radios were a good choice in
terms of their design, functionality and build quality.”
Brian Andersen, Project Manager, DSB

S-train meets targets for
improved customer service,
products and punctuality
In the first half of 2009, S-train
reported a 35-percent reduction
in the number of delays to its
commuter services, whilst DSB
as a whole, saw productivity
improve and customer’
satisfaction rise to its highest
level since 2005. TETRA’s
flexibility has contributed
significantly to this success.
To improve communications,
TETRA radios have been
deployed on DSB’s
international services between
Denmark and Sweden, as
well as truck drivers working
for DSB’s catering supplier.
Additionally, TETRA is used by
the temporary ticket offices
erected during the annual
Roskilde Festival to cope with
the huge influx of travellers.
“From a personal perspective,
the system is much easier to
use, and we know we can rely
on it. We have no significant
breakdowns in the three years
Motorola’s managed TETRA
system has been operational,”
concludes Brian.

“Our main priority was to deploy a reliable system that
could serve all users with private and group calls, whilst
ensuring high priority in the event of emergencies. We also
needed mobile connectivity to S-train’s servers, databases
and the Internet,” states Brian Andersen, Project Manager
at DSB. “The system put forward by Motorola met all of
our operational requirements, whilst our staff thought that
Motorola’s portable radios were a good choice in terms of
their design, functionality and build quality.”
DSB purchased a fully-managed service from Motorola,
comprising more than 500 MTH800 hand-portables, and
nine dispatch consoles. The MTH800s feature mobile
packet data and WAP (wireless application protocol)
browser, enabling database and Internet connectivity, as
well as GPS for location-based services. DSB is currently
piloting Motorola’s advanced MTP850 hand portables, to
support enhanced in-train GPS coverage.
Rollout commenced in May 2006, was completed in a
week, and switchover to the new system was almost
simultaneous. “We were able to deploy 400 radios
immediately, followed by a further 200 commissioned at a
later date to ensure a secure transition,” Brian continues.
The service is configured for trunk-mode operation only,
whilst there is full coverage throughout all of the train sets,
buildings and tunnels. The system uses DBK’s network
infrastructure and operates as a standalone network under
a VPN (virtual private network) configuration.

Unified radio communication ensures
efficiency, reliability and security
S-train has five operations rooms equipped with dispatch
consoles, plus a central management office located at
Copenhagen’s main railway station from which all S-train
services and personnel are now coordinated via TETRA.
S-train is able to monitor all radio communications, receive
and transmit status updates between users, and track their
locations via GPS.
“We can make one-to-one, group and emergency calls,
and still have other talk groups available for our every-day
needs. We can also communicate with members of the
local Fire Service who have been issued with some of our
TETRA radios,” says Brian.
Station managers are able to provide accurate information
regarding train arrivals and departures, whilst ticket
inspectors use the TETRA radio’s WAP browser to query
the database of the Danish Social Security Office to verify
the identity of passengers when necessary. WAP also
allows S-train personnel to log their working hours with
the DBS time & attendance database. And with GPS
data transmitted to dispatchers, S-train is able to deploy
personnel more efficiently – and rapidly – when required.
“Because of GPS, staff know they are safe with these
radios, plus the fact that emergency calls get a high priority
on the network. This is very important to us, and it is a
strong benefit for the organisation as a whole.”

Training to familiarise S-train staff with the portable radios
was provided by Motorola. Locomotive drivers were issued
with specially-written guides to ease the operational impact
of the switchover. “Motorola has been excellent in its
delivery and support. Everything is working as it should and
if there is an issue, it is addressed immediately.”
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